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Unlimited Channels

You have today’s meal before you on the table 
and you sit and fret over what will be tomorrow ... 

Every day you are nourished straight from His full, 
open and overflowing hand.

Everything in between – all your work and accounts 
and bills and receivables and clientele and prospects 
and investments – all is but a cloud of interface 
between His giving hand and your soul, an interface 
of no real substance that He bends and flexes at whim.

If so, if He is feeding you today and He has fed you 
and provided all you need and more all these days, 
what concerns could you have about tomorrow?

Is there then something that could stand in His way?

Could He possibly have run out of means to provide for you?

Take your focus off the measured channels by which you 
receive and place your eyes on the Infinite Source of Giving.

The Source has no lack of channels. 
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The following is a transcript (courtesy of
Esther Deutsch – thank you Esther!) of a Shabbat
morning sermon delivered in connection with a
Bar Mitzvah celebration of a special-needs 
young man and my recent speaking engagements
in Germany.

This morning I think all would agree that we
were witness to nothing short of a miracle,
the result of the power of love.  We thank

you Yossi, Sylvia, and Yonatan for giving us the
zechus, the merit, to share this moment with you.   

This past week I was in Berlin, Hamburg and
New York.  I was invited by the shluchim – emis-
saries - to Berlin, Rabbi Yehuda and Rochel
Teichtel, to give a talk in honor of the fifteenth
yartzeit of our Rebbe, which was this past
Thursday.  Since Hamburg is about an hour-and-a-
half away, the shliach there asked if I could speak
there too.  I cannot know what I gave them, but 
I was truly inspired from the entire trip, starting
with my first conversation on German soil.  I was
sure that returning home, it would be a kind of let
down, but this bar mitzvah has kept me uplifted.

Every Jew would feel a certain unease in
Germany.  Around the time of my Bar Mitzvah I was
obsessed with reading everything on the Holocaust.
That summer, my family went to our summer
house, and while others were lying on the beach, 
I was closeted in my room reading. Truth is, that
obsession never left me.  In Germany, I kept expect-
ing people to first say “I’m sorry” and then “Hello.”

Once we landed in Berlin I was astonished to be
part of a lineup to get off the plane.  A lineup to
get off the plane?!  I soon understood the reason.
Customs is right at the end of the corridor, and
right behind customs is your baggage, and right
behind the baggage is the street – very efficient.
They stamped my passport, looked at my face, and
said “Velcome.”  

Waiting for my luggage, I caught the eye of 
a Jewish woman.  I was obviously recognizable as 
a Jew and she came over and introduced herself.
She currently lives in Manhattan and is in the
 jewelry business.  She was in Germany both on
business and pleasure, meeting up with a friend  in
Berlin.  She asked me why I was there.  I told her
that I was invited to speak that night at the
Chabad House in connection with the Rebbe’s

yartzeit.  She looked at me and said, “I have a 
story with the Rebbe.”  She proceeded to tell me
the following story: 

Years ago she lived in Bal Harbor.  She had 
two children, both of them girls, both of whom
tragically passed away.  The first died of Tay Sachs 
and the second, suffering from a congenital heart
 disease, was five years old at the time of the story.
The shluchim there, Rabbi Sholom  and Chani
Lipskar, suggested that she go to the Rebbe for a
blessing.  The  Rebbe would stand every Sunday
handing out dollars for tzedaka accompanied by a
blessing to the thousands of people who filed by.
She went. When it was her turn, she said she  
didn’t ask anything, she just said to the Rebbe,
“Here is a letter with my request,” and she handed
the Rebbe an envelope.  Upon arriving home in
Miami, she received a phone call from one of 
the Rebbe’s secretaries.  He said, “The Rebbe asked
me to call you to convey the message that he 
read your letter, and he sends you his prayerful
wishes.”  Her eyes misted over as she told me how
deeply moved she was by this phone call; there
were thousands of people in that line who passed
by the Rebbe, each with their ‘peckale’, she
explained.  “The Rebbe chose to call me.  I hold that
close to my heart ever since.  It gives me the
strength to continue.”

The Power of Love
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Berlin, at a monument dedicated  by the
government, honoring the Rebbe and the
fact that he resided, with the Rebbetzin,
at this location from 1929 till 1933.
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Whilst in Germany I virtually didn’t sleep.
I  couldn’t.  All the stories and books I had
read on the Holocaust were coming alive in a
most unsettling way.  As I drove by homes 
I kept wondering… which Jew lived here?
Traveling on the train between Berlin and
Hamburg, I stared at the countryside won-
dering: could a Jew have hidden here, in 
that thicket?  Would this place make a good
hiding place?  

The trains, which are surprisingly unclean
but efficient, consist of open cabins and
cubicles that seat six people.  I was sitting in
such cubicle on the train-ride back to Berlin.
As people got on at the various stations, 
they looked inside and moved on.  Only one
person came into my cubicle - an armed
policeman in full uniform, clipped and gun in
his holster.  He opened the door and asked
me in German - which I understood because
of my Yiddish - “May I join you?”  I respond-
ed, “Zets zich, bitta.”  “Danka,” he responded,
and he sat down.  I’m sure the irony is 
not lost on anyone; a German police officer
asking permission from the Jew to sit with
him.  (To my  wonderment, his shoes weren’t
shined to a buff.  My shoes were shinier 
than his.)

Hamburg was for centuries a bastion of
Jewish life and Talmudic scholarship. Of
course, all this ended with the war and so,
sadly, before the shluchim - Shlomo and
Chana Bistritsky -  arrived,  there was no
Yiddishkeit at all.  Today, this young couple
has created a full-time Jewish day school 
as well as a Sunday Hebrew School.  The
school is located in the very same building
that had been a Jewish-Day school before

the war.  In fact, the original engraved letters
on the exterior of the building are still there.
They also have, in addition to a comprehen-
sive adult education program, a summer day
camp for children and a minyan twice a week
– on Sundays and Friday night.  Amazingly,
almost a hundred people come every Friday
night and cram into his little synagogue.
There were about thirty people who attend-
ed my talk. The food, plentiful and delicious,

was prepared from scratch by Chana, who is
expecting any day. 

Outside the shliach’s apartment building
there are five brass plaques embedded in the
sidewalk.  I bent down to read them: Moshe,
Sarah, Rivka… all of the same family.   Each
one has the name of a Jew who lived in that
building, the date they were deported and 
in which extermination camp they were
murdered. Across the street, Shlomo told 
me there are twenty-five brass plaques. 
That, was a Jewish orphanage.  These plaques
are sponsored by a Jewish man who has
undertaken, with government assistance, 
to research every building in Germany and 
to memorialize their Jewish occupants 
and owners who were forcibly removed 
and slaughtered.

After my talk, Shlomo asked if I would
like to visit the old Jewish cemetery to which
he has a key.  This was now one o’clock in the
morning.  In the cemetery, he showed me the
tombstones of several outstanding Jewish
leaders such as Rabbi Yonason Eybeschutz
and Rabbi Yaakov Emden, graves which are
250-years-old. We went around with a
 flashlight spending about an hour and a half

reading the inscriptions on the gravestones.
Each headstone is a long story about the 
life and achievements of these people.  There
were graves of Jews going back 400 years.  
I asked the shliach, how is it that this
 cemetery survived, that the Nazis didn’t
destroy it, knowing how sacred it is to us?
He replied:  They were getting to it.  But their
first priority was to get rid of the living Jews,
then they were going to destroy the dead
Jews.  Other cemeteries in Europe were
indeed desecrated by the Nazis, but in
Western Europe things were very efficient –
they shipped the Jews to extermination
camps.  In Eastern Europe the Jews were
often shot in Jewish graveyards and so the
cemeteries that were used for killing grounds
were also desecrated.

The Chabad House in Berlin is housed in
a six-million-dollar complex – a stunning
edifice.  It has four floors, with a full library,
a shul, a beautiful mikvah – one for men, one
for women – and a kosher restaurant.  I saw
people frequenting the restaurant.  These are
people who are there on business.  Where are
you going to go for a kosher meal in
Germany?  Obviously Chabad.  The shliach
has plans to buy the property next door and
build a sports stadium and a young people’s
social center.  Did you know Germany has
the fastest growing Jewish population in the
world?  Jews come from Russia, Israel, in
addition to those born there.  Two hundred
women use the mikvah every month!  The
shliach in Berlin has six couples working with
him; in Hamburg, the Bistritsky’s work alone.  

The most eerie experience was driving
down the boulevard, the main promenade
that Hitler, yemach shemo v’zichro, had 
built, on which thousands of Nazi soldiers
goose-stepped.  At the end of the boulevard
is a massive elevation where Hitler spewed
his venom; soldiers and tanks filling the
boulevard and the masses lining the street 
in adulatory submission. We drove along this
boulevard several times going too, of all
places, the yeshiva!  

The yeshiva is located in what used to 
be a Nazi officer’s  living quarters.  It stands
at the end of a winding road, off the main

The Power of Love
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Artist rendition of the planned social-center in Berlin.
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boulevard, flanked by an open, grassy terrain.
In my mind’s eye I could see the sleek, 
black Mercedes convertibles adorned with
the swastika insignia, driving down this 
very road, the carefully tended gardens on
either side.  The building was left exactly 
as it was; they just painted it and cleaned 
it.  I hesitated before clasping the brass
 doorknob, chilled by the knowledge of 
whose hands had once touched it.  We
walked inside.  There were some
seventy Jewish children learn-
ing Torah. I was speechless.  
In this place, which housed 
the  perpetrators of the Final
Solution, Jewish children are
now reciting the Shema… 

Rabbi Teichtel told me the
following: 

There used to be a Jew who
would travel, to be by the
Rebbe every year for Simchat
Torah.  The Rebbe would hand
out small pieces of honey cake
on erev Yom Tov – Hoshana
Rabbah.  Now, this fellow would get one 
or two pieces and the Rebbe would say, 
“For West Berlin.”  One year, when his turn
came to receive his honey cake, the Rebbe
scooped up an armful of cake and said, 
“For gantz Berlin – for all of Berlin.”  The
 visitor was puzzled – all of Berlin?  What
does the Rebbe mean?  The answer was 
soon forthcoming.  A few months later the
Berlin wall came down!

My formal speech in Berlin was translated
into German every five minutes or so.  There
were about sixty people in attendance.  After
the formal part, we sat down to a  farbrengen
which included ten Yeshiva  students from
London and New York who attend the
 yeshiva as support for the rabbi and to help
in the learning.  

The farbrengen lasted until five in the
morning.  The crowd had dwindled until it
was down to one or two regulars, plus the
students.  A young man started cleaning up,
like a janitor.  I had noticed him throughout
the night – he was very quiet;  didn’t say a

word.  I don’t know if he even understood
what I said.  I could tell he was newly
 observant – he was wearing a hat and he had
a little growth starting on his face.  I asked
one of the students, “What’s with him?”  He
said, “His father died suddenly.  Since then,
he hardly speaks.”  I went over to the boy,
removed the mop from his hand, and gave
him a big hug.  At first he resisted; he was
like stone.  But then I could feel him melting.

I left with the students to go back to my
hotel.  As we reached the hotel, I heard
 running footsteps behind me.  It was the boy.
He whizzed past, got to the corner, then
turned back and gave me a small nod.  The
power of love…

Whilst in Germany, I kept thinking to
myself: what are they doing here?  Gevalt!
What motivates these young couples to do
what they do, leaving behind family, friends
and community? There is only one answer.
The Rebbe unlocked in us a feeling; a sense
of responsibility and unconditional love for
every Jew!  The power of love.  The Rebbe’s
every action was driven by his love of the
Jewish people as a whole, and by his love for
each and every individual Jew.  The Rebbe
unleashed that spark in his shluchim.  We are
eternally grateful to have that privilege.  The
power of love conquers all limitations.
Nothing is impossible.  Friends, we saw the
power of love this morning.  

When I met with Yossi and Sylvia, the
parents of our Bar Mitzvah boy today, to

make preparations for Yonatan’s Bar Mitzvah,
we discussed the significance of the fact
that it falls on Parshas Korach.  Who was
Korach?  He fomented a rebellion against
Moses, arguing that we are all equal and
therefore do not require a leader.  

What Korach failed to realize is that
although at the core we are all indeed equal,
nonetheless, in terms of our manifested 

and conscious persona we are
all individual and unique. G-d
wants each of us to connect to
him with our personal, unique
talents and abilities. 

Yossi had asked me, is it
okay if Yonatan reads a part 
of the Torah?  Well friends, 
we witnessed the result today.
Yonatan’s reading of the Maftir
has not left a dry eye in the
shul,  and it is all the result 
of the power of love. Yossi 
and Sylvia’s love and belief 
in Yonatan has  produced noth-
ing short of a miracle.  We 

are awed and grateful to you both, and
 especially to Yonatan.  

May Hashem grant that the inspiration
that all of us have experienced today 
remain with us, and that we bring that love
into our lives, sharing it with others and
 illiuminating and warming our respective
environments. In this way we hasten
Moshiach’s arrival, when it will be only good
for everyone, forever. 

�

Nechama, Itchy and Zeldie join me in
 wishing you and yours a good, sweet, happy
and healthy year. May we merit, without
delay, lasting peace in Israel in a world
 perfected and redeemed.

Shana Tova,

Rabbi Moishe New
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Tishrei 7 Shmuel and Chani Gniwisch in honour 
of the birthday of Shaina

Tishrei 12 Shmuel and Chani Gniwisch in honour 
of the birthday of Yosef Chaim

Tishrei 16 Stanley and Carole Satov in honour 
of the yartzeit of Mr. Sam Pockrass, obm

Tishrei 17 Sean, Lorne, Jordan and Aubrey Sztern
in honour of the birthday of Mary Colodny

Tishrei 20 Esther Deutsch in honour of her birthday
Tishrei 21 Rae Slomovic and Betty Gomolinsky 

in honour of the yartzeit of Mr. Dovid ben Chaim
Tishrei 28 Arthur and Marion Levitt in honour of the yarzeit 

of Chaim Moshe Gedaliah ben Yakov Halevi, obm

September 6 Larry and Joy Kurlender in honor of the wedding 
anniversary of Robert and Alyssa Kurlender

September 16 Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of Louis Adler

Cheshvan 5 Eddy and Trudy Goldberg in honor of 
the yartzeit of Mr. Max Goldberg, obm

Cheshvan 7 Slomovic Family in honour of the yartzeit 
of Mr. Yakov Yehuda ben Tzvi, obm

Cheshvan 15 Freddy and Joannie Tansky in honor of 
the yartzeit of Mrs. Bella Tansky, obm

Cheshvan 19 The Rabiner family in honor of the birthday 
of Mr. Fred Rabiner

Cheshvan 23 David and Laurie Puterman in honour of 
the birthday of Ateret Malka

October 13 Michael and Marcia Flinker in honour of 
their wedding anniversary

October 15 Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of Lee Berdugo
October 22 Cola Families in honour of the birthday of Michelle Lindsey
October 24 Howard and Gloria Richman in honour of 

the birthday of Mr. Reuben Richman

Kislev 3 Barry Schwartz in honour of the yartzeit 
of Mrs. Claire Schwartz, obm

Kislev 14 Cola Families in honour of the birthday of Jason Benjamin
Kislev 17 Ari and Gracia Kugler in honor of the yarzeit of 

Mrs. Pearl Kugler, Penina bas Yehoshua, obm
Kislev 17 Barry Schwartz in honour of the yartzeit of 

Mr. Hyman Schwartz, obm
Kislev 22 David and Laurie Puterman in honour of 

the birthday of Ovadia Shalom

November 11 Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of Fred Berdugo
November 14 Evan and Osnat Feldman in honour of the birthday 

of Olivia Raquel
November 24 Cola Families in honour of the birthday of Kimberly Stacey

Teves 2 Cola Families in honour of the birthday of Edward Israel
Teves 3 Cola Families in honour of the yartzeit of Mr. David Cola, obm
Teves 4 Cola Families in honour of the yartzeit of 

Mrs. Franka Cola, obm
Teves 18 Frances and Gerald Kessner in honour of 

the yartzeit of Mrs. Bessie Miller, obm
Teves 20 Frank Farkas in honour of the yartzeit of 

Mrs. Clara Farkas, obm
Teves 21 Shmuel and Chani Gniwisch in honour of 

the birthday of Moshe Yisroel

December 5 Steven and Leslie Sonnenstein in honour 
of their wedding anniversary

December 15 Leonard and Terry Betnesky in honor of Matthew’s birthday
December 19 Cola Families in honour of the birthday of Warren Paul
December 21 Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of Simon Berdugo

Shevat 3 Frank Farkas in honour of the yartzeit of 
Mr. William Farkas, obm

Shevat 14 Sean, Lorne, Jordan and Aubrey Sztern
in honour of the birthday of Roselee Sztern

Shevat 23 Joey Adler in honour of the yartzeit of Mr. Lou Adler, obm
Shevat 27 Cola Families in honour of the birthday of Jennifer Devorah

January 4 Cola Families in honour of the birthday of Adam Joshua
January 31 Gaby and Sheila Segal and family in honour 

of their wedding anniversary

Adar 3 Cons Families in honour of the birthday of Gabriella
Adar 7 Corey and Karen Eisenberg in honour of the yartzeit 

of Mr. Stanley Ralph Eisenberg, obm
Adar 10 Cons Families in honour of the birthday of David and Victoria
Adar 12 Lorne Sztern in honour of the yarzeit of Mr. Boris Sztern, obm
Adar 14 Ari and Gracia Kugler in honor of 

the birthday of Lauren Kugler
Adar 14 Ari and Gracia Kugler in honor of Lauren Kugler’s 

continued health and happiness
Adar 15 David and Laurie Puterman in honour of Laurie's birthday
Adar 22 Hershey and Laurie Goldenblatt in honour of 

the yartzeit of Mrs. Sarah Goldenblatt, obm
Adar 22 Michael and Elza Hirsch in honour of Elza's birthday
Adar 26 Martin Halickman in honour of the yartzeit 

of Mr. Isadore Halickman, obm
Adar 26 David and Lisa Medina in honor of their wedding anniversary

February 3 Lee and Vickie Karls in honour of Vickie's birthday
February 9 Evan and Osnat Feldman in honour of 

the birthday of Benjamin
February 21 Evan and Osnat Feldman in honour of 

the birthday of Jack Isaac

All MTC activities and programs on that particular day are attributed to the day’s sponsor.  Each sponsorship 
is recognized on our website; in our weekly Mosaic Express and in this magazine.  The sponsorship amount is 

$1800 per day and is billed annually, creating a consistent form of annuity contributing to MTC’s financial stability.

BE A PART OF THE TEAM THAT MTC CAN RELY ON.  CALL ITCHY AND BECOME A PROUD MTC SPONSOR!
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Nisan 6 Leonardo and Tally Burszytn in honour 
of their wedding anniversary

Nisan 10 Peter and Marla Veres in honour of 
the yartzeit of Mr. Andre Veres, obm

Nisan 11 Sean, Lorne, Jordan and Aubrey Sztern in honour 
of the birthday of the Rebbe, of righteous memory

Nisan 15 Michael and Marcia Flinker in honour of 
the yartzeit of Mr. Issie Flinker, obm

Nisan 17 Philip and Edie Friedman in honour of 
the yartzeit of Mrs. Lucy Friedman, obm

Nisan 24 Cons Families in honour of the birthday of Shimmy
Nisan 24 Michael and Elza Hirsch in honor of Rochel’s birthday
Nisan 27 Cons Families in honour of the birthday of Joelle

March 1 Joey Adler in honour of the birthday 
of Samuel Joshua Gilbert

March 1 Robert and Shari Kahan in honour of 
the birthday of Samantha

March 8 Michael and Marcia Flinker in honour 
of Michael's birthday

March 24 Andrew and Ali Kastner in honour of 
the birthday of Blake and Ashley

Iyar 2 Michael and Barbara Chernack in honor of 
the yarzeit of Mrs. Yetta Chernack, obm

Iyar 5 Sara Eldor in honor of her birthday
Iyar 7 Stanley and Carole Satov in honour of 

the yartzeit of Mrs. Miriam Satov, obm
Iyar 12 Stanley and Carole Satov in honour of 

the yartzeit of Mrs. Dorothy Pockrass, obm
Iyar 13 Cons families in honour of the birthday of Isaac Akiva
Iyar 13 Julius and Terry Suss in honour of 

the yartzeit of Mr. Marcus Suss, obm
Iyar 14 Cons Families in honour of the birthday of Hannah
Iyar 16 Martin and Joelle Sacksner in honour of the yartzeit 

of Mr. Yaakov Dovid ben Moshe Chaim, obm
Iyar 19 Julius and Terry Suss in honour of the yartzeit 

of Mrs. Bella Suss, obm
Iyar 20 Hershey and Laurie Goldenblatt in honour of 

the yartzeit of Mr. Lester Edward Goldenblatt, obm
Iyar 23 David and Laurie Puterman in honour of 

the birthday of Yehuda
Iyar 23 Arthur and Marion Levitt in honour of 

the yartzeit of Mrs. Lillian Levitt Shuchat, obm
Iyar 24 George Galambos in honour of the yartzeit 

of Mrs. Aniko Galambos, obm
Iyar 26 Eddy and Trudy Goldberg in honor of 

the yartzeit of Mr. Avidgor Pila, obm
Iyar 27 Michael and Elza Hirsch in honor of 

Yitzchak Laivi’s birthday

April 3 Andrew and Ali Kastner in honour of 
the birthday of Alexa

April 6 Jerry and Roslyn Convoy in honor of the reunion 
of brothers Jerry and Yehoshua after 63 years

April 8 Joey Adler in honour of her birthday
April 15 Joey Adler in honour of the birthday 

of Lou Adler, of blessed memory
April 24 Lee and Vickie Karls in honour of Lee's birthday
April 25 Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of Jarrid Adler
April 28 Robert and Shari Kahan in honour of 

the birthday of Zachary

Sivan 1 Ari and Gracia Kugler in honor of 
their wedding anniversary

Sivan 1 Shaya and Tuky Treitel in honour of the yartzeit 
of Menashe ben Yitzchok Mayer, obm

Sivan 15 Cons Families in honour of the birthday of Olivia
Sivan 17 Shmuel and Chani Gniwisch in honour of 

the birthday of Chaya Mushka
Sivan 21 David and Laurie Puterman in honour of 

the birthday of Yisroel
Sivan 21 Shaya and Tuky Treitel in honour of 

the yarzeit of Eliezer Dovid ben Shlomo, obm
Sivan 22 Ronald Pearl in honour of the yartzeit of 

Mrs. Goldie Pearl, obm
Sivan 27 Lawrence Gitnick in honor of the wedding 

anniversary of Natalie and Bernie Gitnick

May 6 Mark Lazar in honour of the birthday of Shira Lazar
May 11 Cola families in honour of the birthday of Jeremy Samuel
May 15 Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of Sary Berdugo
May 15 Robert and Shari Kahan in honour of 

the birthday of Alexander
May 16 Steven and Leslie Sonnenstein in honour of 

the yartzeit of Mrs. Katy Sonnenstein, obm
May 24 Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of Joanna Adler

Tamuz 11 David and Laurie Puterman in honor of 
the birthday of Anaelle Bracha

Tamuz 11 David and Laurie Puterman in honor of 
their wedding anniversary

Tamuz 12 Hershel Zelman in honour of the yartzeit 
of Mrs. Minnie Zelman, obm

Tamuz 15 Leonardo and Tally Burszytn in honour 
of the birthday of Michaela Eliza

Tamuz 18 Henri Bybelezer in honour of the birthday of Peggy
Tamuz 22 Cons Families in honour of the birthday of Samuel

June 4 Ari and Gracia Kugler in honor of their wedding anniversary
June 18 Cola Families in honour of the birthday of Mandy Sara
June 25 Ricky and Rochelle Merovitz in honor of 

their wedding anniversary
June 27 Larry Gitnick in honor of the wedding anniversary 

of his parents, Bernie and Natalie Gitnick

Av 2 Tommy Schnurmacher in honor of the yarzeit of Rabbi 
Miklos Schnurmacher, Harav Michoel ben Ephraim, obm

July 5 Lee and Vickie Karls in honour of the birthday of Evan
July 8 Kevin (Avroham) and Rozana (Chava) Ross in honor 

of the birthdays of Peter (Yosef) and Paul (Shlomo)

Elul 3 Cons Families in honour of the birthday of Joshua
Elul 10 Shaya and Tuky Treitel in honour of the yartzeit 

of Tzivia bas Yekusiel Yehuda, obm
Elul 12 Stanley and Carole Satov in honour of the yartzeit 

of Mr. Richard Satov, obm
Elul 14 Sean, Lorne, Jordan and Aubrey Sztern in honour 

of the birthday of Stephen
Elul 15 David and Laurie Puterman in honour of David's birthday
Elul 26 Frances and Gerald Kessner in honor of the yarzeits of 

Tova Kessner, obm and Avrohom Yakov Kessner, obm Elul 28
Elul 28 David and Karen Merovitz in honor of 

their wedding anniversary

August 9 Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of Noah Jacob Berdugo
August 15 Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of Mitchell Adler

7
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A ‘Farbrengen’ in MTC – A Mitzvah in Haifa

by JACOB HASCALOVICI Hi Rabbi, 

I thought I'd share a small story that happened last week. 

On the last day of Pesach, at the Moshiach Seudah at the MTC, myself and a few of the young guys were
‘farbrenging’ with your son-in-law Eli.  After an inspiring few hours, we decided to make some personal
 resolutions for the year. I chose the difficult task of trying to get at least one person a week to put on 
tefillin in Haifa.  I knew it wouldn't be easy, but figured I'd try my best.  

I began by bringing my tefillin to school with me every day and finally mustered the courage to approach
someone.  The easiest person to start with was one of my classmates,  a twenty-four-year-old young man
from a small town near Toronto, Ontario.  Although not observant, he is a pretty liberal person and I've 
overheard him saying that he has ties to Chabad back home.  I approached him one day after class and
asked him if he'd be interested in doing a mitzvah that would only take one minute, to which he agreed.
When he saw me pull the tefillin out of my bag, I saw he was a bit uncomfortable. I pretended not to notice.  

We went to a private room where he put on the tefillin and we said the Shema together. As he slowly 
took off the tefillin I could tell from his body language that something was on his mind.   I asked him
 innocently when last put on tefillin.  “Many years ago at my grandfather’s shiva,” was the response 
I received. He then thanked me and said that he had been living in Israel for almost a year and this was 
the first time someone had asked him to put on tefillin.  He told me that he was very happy. I quietly asked
him if he would agree to do this again the following week. He said he didn't think so, but I could tell it
wouldn't be hard to convince him again.

Sure enough the next week I approached him and again, although hesitant, he put on the tefillin. This went
on for a few weeks. After every time we put on tefillin I asked him about the next week, and every time he
said he didn't think so. 

Finally last week, after putting on tefillin with him for some reason I forgot to ask him my usual question 
of whether or not he would agree to put on tefillin the following week. As I was leaving the room, he called
me back and said "Hey Jacob", I turned back and he stared at me for a minute. Then said with a big smile
"Same time next week?".   Of course I agreed. 

Just another inspirational example of the Rebbe's brachas finding their way into my life. 

Please forward this email to Eli deutsch and Yossi Splater if you get a chance.

Jacob Hascalovici

After an inspiring few

hours, we decided to

make some personal

resolutions for the year.

Wednesday Mornings
9:30 - 10:30 am

Kabbalah & coffee
at the mtc

with  

Rabbi Moishe New
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LOU AND JOEY ADLER LEARNING INSTITUTE FALL/WINTER COURSE-SCHEDULE

SHABBOS
One hour before Shacharis
Chassidus 
In-depth, textual study, selected from 
the broad-based array of Chassidic
writings.  Instructor:  Rabbi New

 Forty-five minutes before Mincha
Women’s Torah Class
Text based analysis of the Torah 
portion of the week, or current 
holidays.  Instructor:  Rabbi New

One hour before mincha
Talmud and Rambam  
For men.  Instructor:  Rabbi Kaplan

SUNDAY
8:00 – 9:00 am
Chumash and Rashi
Textual study of the weekly Torah
portion with Rashi’s commentary.
Instructor:  Rabbi Kaplan

10:00 - 11:00 am
Young Couples Torah Class
Instructor:  Rabbi New

Between Mincha and Maariv
Living Torah 
Screening of a DVD magazine 
on the weekly Torah portion.

7:30 – 9:00 pm
Advanced Chassidus
For men.  Instructor:  Rabbi Kaplan

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
6:30 – 7:10 am
Likutei Torah
Classic Chassidic discourses by 
the Alter Rebbe, founder of Chabad.
Instructor:  Rabbi Kaplan

7:15 – 8:00 am
Chassidus 
In-depth, textual study, selected from 
the broad-based array of Chassidic
writings.  Instructor:  Rabbi Kaplan

8:15 – 8:50 am
Daily Rambam 
Study of Maimonide’s Mishne 
Torah - Code of Jewish Law.  
Instructor:  Rabbi  Kaplan.  

MONDAY
6:00 – 6:25 am
Likutei Torah
Classic chassidic discourses by the
Alter Rebbe, founder of Chabad.
Instructor:  Rabbi New

MONDAY CONT’D
12:30 - 1:30 pm
Lunch and Learn DR. JACOB TINK

A discussion on: the Torah portion 
of the week,  current events or 
holidays.  Instructor:  Rabbi Kaplan

7:30 – 8:30 pm
Basic Talmud 
Stimulating and interactive. 
The perfect introduction into 
the vibrant and illuminating 
world of the Talmud.  
Instructor:  Rabbi Kaplan

8:30 – 9:30 pm
Parsha Class 
Overview of the weekly Torah 
portion with lessons for life.  
Instructor:  Rabbi Kaplan

TUESDAY
6:00 – 6:25 am
Likutei Torah
Classic chassidic discourses by 
the Alter Rebbe, founder of Chabad.  
Instructor:  Rabbi New

10:30 am - 11:30 pm
Women’s Torah Class
A discussion on: the Torah portion 
of the week, current events 
or holidays.  In a private home.
Please call for details.  
Instructor:  Rabbi New

12:30 - 1:30 pm
Lunch and Learn RON MAYERS

A discussion on: the Torah portion 
of the week, current events or holi-
days.  Instructor:  Rabbi Kaplan

8:30 – 9:30 pm
Bi-Monthly Young 
Couples Torah Class
Instructor: Rabbi Kaplan

WEDNESDAY
6:00 – 6:25 am
Likutei Torah
Classic chassidic discourses by 
the Alter Rebbe, founder of Chabad.  
Instructor:  Rabbi New

9:30 - 10:30 am
Kabbalah & Coffee
A discussion on: the Torah portion 
of the week, current events 
or holidays.  For women. 
Instructor:  Rabbi New

WEDNESDAY CONT’D
12:00 - 1:00 pm
Lunch and Learn 
MARTINI PRODUCTIONS

A discussion on: the Torah portion 
of the week, current events or 
holidays.  Instructor:  Rabbi Kaplan

12:00 - 1:00 pm
Lunch and Learn 
SEYMOUR ALPER INC. / SURPLUS

A discussion on: the Torah portion 
of the week, current events or 
holidays.  Instructor:  Rabbi New

7:30 – 8:45 pm
Advanced Talmud
For men. Instructor:  Rabbi Kaplan

7:45 - 8:40 pm
Kabbalah Classics
These inspiring classes will 
empower you with the knowledge 
to illuminate and embrace life 
in all of its mysteries – in the 
here-and-now and beyond.
Instructor:  Rabbi New
sponsored by
MIRYAM & BATYA MEDICOFF 
LECTURE FOUNDATION

8:45 – 9:30 pm
Tanya
Authored by the founder of Chabad,
Rabbi Shneur Zalman (1745-1812),
the Tanya is the world’s most widely
studied work of contemporary
Kabbalah.  A blend of mysticism, 
philosophy and psychology, 
the Tanya provides a spiritual 
road map to a life of meaning, 
joy and fulfillment.  
Instructor:  Rabbi Kaplan

THURSDAY
6:00 - 6:25 am
Chassidus
In-depth, textual study, selected from 
the broad-based array of Chassidic
writings.  Instructor:  Rabbi New

12:15 – 1:15 pm
Lunch & Learn EMPIRE AUCTION

A discussion on:  the Torah portion of
the week, current events or holidays.
Instructor:  Rabbi New

12:30 - 1:30 pm
Lunch & Learn LISAK GROUP

A discussion on: the Torah portion of
the week, current events or holidays.
Instructor:  Rabbi Kaplan

THURSDAY CONT’D
8:30 - 9:30 pm
Insights into Prayer
In the Puterman home.  Please call
for details.  Instructor:  Rabbi Kaplan

FRIDAY
6:00 - 6:25 am
Chassidus
In-depth, textual study, selected 
from the broad-based array of
Chassidic writings. 
Instructor:  Rabbi New

12:00 - 1:00 pm
Lunch & Learn C & C PACKING

A discussion on: the Torah portion of
the week, current events or holidays.
Instructor:  Rabbi New

FALL AND WINTER
PRAYER-SCHEDULE

WEEKDAY 
Monday-Friday - 

2 minyanim  
6:30 am and 7:15 am

Sunday - 9:00 am

breakfast following services

EVENINGS 
Sunday - Thursday 

6:45 pm

SHABBAT 
FRIDAY EVENING

Times vary please go to
www.themtc.com

Morning 9:30 am 
after October 31 9:00 am 

Kiddush following services

MINCHA MAARIV 
20 minutes before sunset 

Shabbat & Holiday 
Youth Programs
10:15 - 12:15  
Ages 2 - 11

�
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Celebrates Draw 2009
Over $420,000 was raised through the combination

of the sale of all tickets plus corporate and events
sponsorships.

A heartfelt ‘Yasher Koach’ to the entire team of captains,
canvassers, corporate and event sponsors, whose combined
efforts and dedication made the MTC DRAW 2009 an 
outstanding success.

The Team:
Jamie Abramovitch, Avichayil Abrams, Jarrid Adler, Joey
Adler, Mitchell Adler, Clifford Albert, Anne Applebaum,
Richard Azoulay, Aaron Backler, Gloria Baranowski, Prosper
Bellisha, Marilyn Belzberg, Jack Berkowicz, Jeffrey
Bernstein, Mort Besner, Leonard Betnesky, Robert Bishin,
Hymie Blankrot, Hindy Braun, Steven Bromberg, Henri
Bybelezer, Perry Caplan, Marvin Chankowsky, Michael
Chernack, Lewis Clarke, Mitchell Cobrin, Rona Cohen, Jack
Cola, Louis Cola, Philip Cola, Mickey Cons, Ronnie Cons,
Stanley Cons, Jerry Convoy, Richard Dermer, Esther Deutsch,
David Diner, Avie Dolgy, Lionel Dubrofsky, Corey Eisenberg,
Sara Eldor, Ronnie Elkin, Howard Epstein, Murray & Anne
Epstein, Allan Farkas, Evan Feldman, Berel Fersten, David
Fine, John Finkelstein, Lou Flam, Jean Fleishman, Michael
Flinker, Benny Freidman, George Friedman, John Galambos,
Morty Garellek, Steve Glazer, Shmuel Gniwisch, Hershey
Goldenblatt, Eddie Goldberg, Anna Sue Greenberg, Leslie
Greenberg, Jonathan Gurman, Helen Hakak, Meir Hakak,
Yoelly Hakak, Mircia Hascalovici, Norman Heimlich, Warren
Hill, Michael Hirsch, Eric & Stacey Howard, Cliff Isenberg,
Gordon Kadonoff, Robert Kahan, Andrew Kastner, Gerald
Kessner, Marc Kimmel, Jeff Kirstein, Tomar Klempert, Ari
Kugler, Mark Lazar, Philip Levi, Arthur Levitt, Ron Mayers,
Eddie Mechaly, David Medina, Jeff Mendel, David Merovitz,
Rachelle Merovitz, Ricky Merovitz, David Migicovsky, Susan
Miller, Syd Miller, Allan & Shirley Milstein, Velvel Minkowitz,
Allan Nash, Moishe New, Alan Pinchuk, Sholom Polter, David
Puterman, Eddy Rogozinsky, Mendy Rosenfeld, Martin
Sacksner, Stanley Satov, Johnny Schachter, Tommy
Schnurmacher, Joey Schreter, Barry Schwartz, Barry Segal,
Gaby Segal, Ephram Shizgal, Jerry Sidel, Daniel Slomovic,
Lorne Smart, Steven Sonnenstein, JeffreySteinberg, Aron
Steinman, Sid Stermer, Mark Strohl, Julius Suss, Lorne
Sztern, Roselee Sztern, Sean Sztern, Avi Tansky, Freddy
Tansky, Joannie Tansky, Nancy Taub, Jacob Tink, Chaim
Treitel, Itchy Treitel, Mendel Treitel, Shaya & Tuky Treitel,
Zeldie Treitel, Allan Weizmann, Bruce Welik, Aubrey Zelman,
Hershel Zelman, Sol Zuckerman, Michael Zukor 

Mark Strohl, CA of Perrault, Wolman, Grzywacz audited the
draw and oversaw the legalities.

Rick Cytrynbaum and David Schlesinger split the grand prize
of $18,000.  Ryan Blatt won 2nd prize of $1000.  Nissim Amar
and Ephram Shizgal were the winners of $500 each.
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Ours thanks & appreciation to Omega Photo.

Tenth Sellout!
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I am not Orthodox, and am in fact a friendly
Jewish feminist who is very Jewish-identified. I have
always had great respect for Chabad, but we are
just never going to agree on certain issues. And
that is part of the story of my interaction with the

Rebbe, may his memory be for a blessing.

When I was living and working in New
York City in the mid 1970s – I was, and still
am, involved with broadcasting – I wrote to
Rabbi Kastel of Lubavitch Youth Organization
about an issue bothering me.

"I guess at times I wonder if there is a
place for women in Chassidism except in the
roles of wives and mothers.  Yes I know
women are encouraged to study and learn
too, and some hold jobs as well as raising
countless children, but the emphasis still
seems to be on the role of wife & mother."

Rabbi Kastel told me to write a letter to
the Rebbe, "The Rebbe always answers his
mail," he told me.

Like the Rebbe's late wife, I cannot have children.
I wrote to remark upon the emphasis Orthodox
Judaism seems to place on women having many
children. I asked about women who are childless,
because it seemed to me such women were 
stigmatized by Orthodoxy, with its emphasis on
large families.

I was not rude in my letter, but I must admit,
being in an occupation where I am always working
with celebrities, I did not expect a reply.

Surprisingly, I received a response.

The letter, I thought, has been lost over the
years – there was a water-main break in my neigh-
borhood a while back and I lost much of my rare
memorabilia – but the compassion in his letter will
never be forgotten.

Recently, I was exchanging email with a staff
member at Chabad.org, and it turned out that a
copy of my 1977 letter still existed. Rabbi Kastel
had retained a copy in his files and Chabad.org
sent me a copy of my letter. I tip my hat to them
for coming up with something so important to me,
something I thought I would never see again.

The Rebbe said that childless women are not 
to be marginalized, that they do have mitzvahs
they can do, and in the eyes of G-d, those mitzvahs
carry the same meaning as having children. I had
told him that I was a mentor, I teach, I'm a "Big
Sister," etc.

I found the Rebbe very empathetic and cordial,
even though he knew I was not a member of
Chabad nor even an Orthodox Jew. That he would
take the time to respond so thoroughly (the letter
was two and half pages) touched me deeply.

I had long since come to terms with the fact
that I could not have children. But in a culture 
that defines women mainly by whether they are
mothers, I wondered what G-d had planned for me,
and that is what led me to discuss my situation
with the Rebbe.

His advice was comforting – absolutely. But
now as I look at the parts of the letter that
Chabad.org sent, what impressed me then as now
was how he cared about me, even though I wasn't
a Lubavitcher, even though I was not even
Orthodox. He understood that I was seeking some
guidance as to what mitzvah a childless woman is
supposed to perform, and I thought that his
response was both beautifully expressed and very,
very compassionate.

I was never discouraged about not being able
to have children. My attitude has always been that
I'm glad to be alive. I shouldn't be here – both my
mother, of blessed memory, and grandmother, of
blessed memory, died of cancer; yet here I am,
 cancer-free, so thank G-d for that. I know that
many women long to have children, but not every
woman does. And although I was at peace about
my situation, it was still reassuring to hear from
someone of the Rebbe's stature that there is a 
role for every woman, whether a mother or not, 
in Judaism.

I hope that women who are deeply depressed
over not having children will take the rabbi's 
advice to heart, just as I did. Their situations may
differ from mine, but in all cases, his advice was
practical and encouraging. I appreciated it then,
and I appreciate it now. He reinforced for me that
G-d knows what is in our heart and what mitzvahs
we wish we could have done.

A Feminist’s Quest 
for a Place in Jewish Life
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by DONNA L. HALPER

Donna L. Halper spinning records on WNEU
(photos: Courtesy Donna L. Halper)
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I did not expect a reply.
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While I lived and worked in New York, I subse-
quently had the chance to go to 770 for a talk the
Rebbe was giving.

My memory of him also stays with me – he
was a person who truly radiated what some call
"spirituality."

He was talking to a large group of children, 
and they seemed as enthralled as I was. None of
them squirmed or wriggled or anything – they
knew they were in the presence of a great Sage. 
I knew it too.

It still brings a smile to my face to recall how
those children looked adoringly up at him, and the
kindness and warmth he displayed as he was
teaching them principles of Torah – even a skeptic
could see that he genuinely loved being a Jew and
he genuinely loved teaching about G-d.

He gave out a dollar to each person at the end
of the talk, so they could give charity, and I felt
privileged to be an observer.

If there is a Jewish saint, this man certainly was
the epitome of a tzaddik, a righteous man. Even
years later, I have never forgotten how it felt to be
in the same room as such an amazing human
being as the Rebbe.

The Rebbe’s Letter

By the Grace of G-d
13th of Iyar, 5737 [May 1, 1977]
Brooklyn, N. Y.

D. L. Halper
c/o WRVR
New York, N.Y. 10027

Blessing and Greeting:

Your letter (post-dated April I8) reached me with
some delay.

First, many thanks for your good wishes in
 connection with my birthday. I can best reciprocate
in the words of our Sages, "One who blesses others
is himself, or herself, blessed by G-d, the Source 
of all blessings." Accordingly, may G-d bestow 
His generous blessings on you in all needs.

Now with regard to your question about the
woman's role from the viewpoint of our religion, or,
as you refer to it, 'orthodox' Judaism:

I must first point out that the division of
Judaism into 'orthodox, conservative, reform,' etc. is
a purely artificial one, for all Jews have one and 
the same Torah, given by the One and Same 
G-d, though there are more observant Jews and 
less observant Jews. To tag on a 'label' does not, of
course, change the reality.

As for the attitude of Judaism to the woman, it
has also been frequently pointed out that those who
think that the Torah places the woman in an inferior
role to that of the man labor under a misconception,
for it has no basis in truth. Man and woman are like
the head and the heart in the physical body: both
are equally vital, though each has entirely different
functions, and only the normal functioning of both
together ensure a healthy body. The same is true of
the role of the man and woman in Jewish life, and,
indeed, in any healthy human society.

It follows that the heart need not feel inferior to
the brain, although in certain aspects it depends on
the brain, just as the brain need not feel inferior to
the heart because in certain respects it depends on
the latter. Similarly in Jewish life there are duties
and functions which G-d has allotted to the
woman and those allotted to the man.
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Donna L. Halper today
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Where a person, for some reason, is unable to
perform a certain Mitzva or some of his or her
 functions, there is a ruling in the Torah, Toras Emes
(so called because all its teachings are true), "The
Merciful One excuses a person who is incapable 
of performing his, or her, duty." Indeed, G-d who
knows what is in the heart of everyone, and know-
ing that were the person able, he or she would have
performed it, considers the thought in place of 
the deed.

Incidentally, it is noteworthy that of the various
Divine names, it is the name ('Merciful One') that is
used in the above ruling. This pointedly emphasizes
that all G-d's precepts derive from His attribute of
mercy and loving-kindness, which, like all Divine
attributes, is infinite. It follows that where a person
is precluded from performing a Mitzva by circum-
stances beyond his or her control is completely
excused and exonerated.

Needless to say, one need not apologize for
 asking questions. On the contrary, since Jews are
described in the Torah as a 'wise and understanding
people,' it is desirable that questions which come
within the realm of human understanding should
be also be understood and not left to faith alone,
wherever this is possible. There is only one prerequi-
site, which goes back to the time when the Torah
and Miztvos were given at Sinai, namely that 
the Torah must be accepted on the basis of Naaseh
('we will do') first, and then v'nishma ('we will
understand') - meaning, that the performance of
Mitzvos must not be made conditional on the
understanding of their deeper significance, etc., 
nor must the vitality and enthusiasm of the
 performance be any the less.

This basic principle and attitude is also a matter
of common sense. If the Torah is accepted as Divine
– otherwise there is no point at all in any questions
and discussions, since if it is man-made one would
be free to do as one pleases – that is, given by a
Supreme Being, Whose Essence is beyond human
grasp, it would be a contradiction in terms to
demand to know the meaning and significance of
each Divine Mitzva before performing it, for it
would reduce the Supreme being to the level of 

the limited human intelligence, which, moreover, is
subject to development, since human understand-
ing increases from day to day with newly acquired
knowledge and experience; yet he insists on
 understanding it today, on his present level.

One might even add that there is a sound
 pragmatic, or 'business' consideration involved, as,
by way of a simple illustration, when one is offered
an opportunity to invest a dollar with a view to
earning a thousand dollars, though there may be 
a remote possibility of losing the $1.  A normal
 individual would certainly not hesitate to make 
his decision. Similarly, when a Jew, on the basis of
na'aseh before v'nishma, invests in a relatively
small effort by restricting himself in matters of
Kathrus and Shabbos observance, etc., and the
Yetzer hara attempts to distract him by saying, even
if you live 120 years maybe you will never fully
grasp the significance of what you are doing – the
most the person will have lost would be having
denied himself certain foods or some convenience
on Shabbos. On the other hand, if a person will 
wait with the performance of Mitzvos until he will
realize their significance, and in the meantime 
will act like any gentile, he will deprive himself of
the eternal good which was his within easy reach,
and when the time will come and he will discover
the truth, he will realize that he has lived in
 transgression of the Divine Torah, with all the
 consequences there from.

Much more could be said on the subject matter,
but I trust the above will suffice. May G-d, whose
benevolent Providence extends to each and every-
one individually, lead you in the path of Truth.

With blessing,

M. Schneerson

P. S. Since you refer to women's lib, which 
has become so popular in recent years, it baffles 
me that the thrust of the movement is centered 
on the woman's becoming similar to man – and this
is what is termed 'independence' and 'feminist'
pride, etc!

A Feminist’s Quest
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(cont’d)
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MTC Pre-School
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MTC Moments
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MTC Kids
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Last spring Canadian Prime Minister Stephen
Harper joined members of the House of
Commons in saluting the Canadian Federation

of Chabad-Lubavitch as 100 emissaries gathered for
a national conference on Parliament Hill. 

Following official business in Canada’s lower
house – during which five legislators from across
the political aisle and in two  languages invoked the
memory of slain Rabbi Gavriel and Rivka Holtzberg
in noting Chabad-Lubavitch emissaries’ dedication
to Jewish education and providing social services
across the globe – Harper joined a reception for
the rabbinical delegation in the Railway Committee
Room. He was accompanied by Jason Kenney,
Minister of Citizenship, Immigration and Multi -
culturalism, who earlier this year, visited the Chabad
House in Mumbai, India, where the Holtzbergs and
four of their guests lost their lives.

“Canadian alumni of Chabad-Lubavitch institu-
tions play a vital role among the more than 5,500
Chabad-Lubavitch emissaries across the globe,”
noted MP Scott Reid, a Conservative who repre-
sents Lanark-Frontenac-Lennox and Addington,
Ontario. “With its educational, humanitarian and
youth centers, our country boasts centers for those
less fortunate, including children with special
needs, and drug and alcohol addicts.  These are
programs that have been emulated throughout
North America and indeed, the entire world.”

“The Chabad-Lubavitch movement provides 
the largest network of Jewish education and social
services [through its] institutions across the globe,”
echoed MP Judy Wasylycia-Leis, a New Democrat
from Winnipeg North, Manitoba.  Under the direc-
tion of the Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem M. Schneerson,
of righteous memory, the movement “has been 
a catalyst for Jewish revival around the world.
Today it is synonymous with wisdom and kindness,
offering nourishment for the body, food for the
mind and soul, and non-judgmental advisors
always willing to listen.”

At the afternoon reception, Rabbi Moshe
Kotlarsky, vice chairman of Merkos L’Inyonei
Chinuch, the educational arm of Chabad-
Lubavitch, delivered the opening remarks, pointing
out that it was the country of Canada that opened
doors of opportunity and refuge to his late father,
Rabbi Tzvi Hirsch Kotlarsky, who fled war-torn
Europe 68 years ago.

After a journey from Poland to Montreal by
way of Vilnius, Japan and later Shanghai, the rabbi
opened a school and educating Jewish children 
at the behest of the Sixth Lubavitcher Rebbe, 

Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak Schneersohn, of righteous
memory.  By the end of the first year, more than
1,500  students were being educated in Lubavitch
institutions in Montreal.

Thanking Canada for allowing his father to
provide a Jewish education for thousands of
 children and to sow the seeds of Chabad-Lubavitch
in the country, Kotlarsky noted that “there are 
over 100 emissaries convening here today from
across Canada.”

A visibly moved Harper responded: “I hope that
you will understand, the Jewish people will always
understand, that Canada will always be their home.”

“Chabad-Lubavitch’s education and outreach
programs,” he said, “have strengthened the bonds
of the faith and its good works have produced
 miracles for many, many families and people in
Canada and around the world.”

Powerful Message

Turning to the November attacks in Mumbai
and its Chabad House, the prime minister lauded
the self-sacrifice of the Holtzbergs.

“By performing mitzvahs and bringing more
light into this world,” said Harper, “the Holtzbergs 
were fulfilling the late Rabbi Schneerson’s vision
for strengthening Judaism.”

100 Shluchim at Ottawa Conference
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Prime Minister Harper addressing 
the Shluchim/Chabad emissaries

A visibly moved Harper

responded: “I hope that

you will understand, 

the Jewish people will

always understand, that

Canada will always 

be their home.”
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He saw in the arrival in Mumbai of two
Canadian rabbinical students soon after the attacks
– an event referred to earlier in the House of
Commons chamber by Reid – harbingers of hope.

“The immediate arrival of a new rabbi to Mumbai
to carry on the work of the Holtzbergs sends a

 powerful message,” stated Harper. “The Jewish
community will never bow to hate and violence.”

According to Rabbi Sholom Lezell, co-director
of Chabad-Lubavitch of Danforth Beachers in
Toronto, Harper later told the rabbinical delegation
how proud he was “that the student rabbis that
traveled to Mumbai were from Canada.”

Also in his remarks, the prime minister reit-
erated Canada’s commitment to fighting anti-
Semitism and expressed his support for Israel.

Staying an extra 20 minutes beyond the time
allocated for the event, Harper posed for group
pictures with the emissaries.

“Thank you for your contribution to this coun-
try and to the world,” he told them. “Thank you for
having me here today.” 

Ottawa
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(cont’d)

Paid reservations by noon Friday October 2, $ 7 per person. At the door, $ 10.
Call 514-739-0770 or reserve online www.themtc.com

Pizza-in-the-Sukkah!

• Fun Arts & Crafts
• Live Entertainment
Children under 3 FREE

For the whole family

(rain or shine)

Monday, 
October 5
5:30 pm
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Rendered by YANKI TAUBERWill it end?  We seem to be forever waging
wars. There are, of course, the ‘real’ wars,
fought with armed troops and increas-

ingly supplicated weaponry.  But even in times 
of political peace, we are constantly battling 
the demons that menace our material and moral
well-being – crime, drugs, disease, and illiteracy.
We fight personal battles against selfishness 
or laziness, an addition to tobacco or a tendency 
to overeat.

Nor does it end with the battling of evil and
negative forces.  In school, in the workplace or in
the social arena, we are constantly fighting our
way to the top, constantly combating the obstacles
in our quest toward greater success.  We struggle
to get more for our money, use our time more
 efficiently, develop our talents, improve our mind,
and refine our character. We have an intrinsic
increasing drive to make more of ourselves, to
reach beyond yesterday’s attainments.  We are
 forever at war with the past.

Even when we overcome blatant evils, or
 succeed in bringing to light the goodness that is
the essential nature of G-d’s creating – shall we
ever experience peace and tranquility?  Wherever
we turn, we encounter turmoil.  The solar system
spins like a top, the galaxies simmer and revolve.
The Earth’s core is aboil, its atmosphere storms, 
its oceans churn.    Physical life is sustained by
 perpetual motion – the throb of the heart, the
 contraction and expansion of the lungs. Seemingly
‘inanimate’ matter is a cauldron of motion on 
the atomic and sub-atomic levels.  Motion means
change, and every change is a struggle.  

The primary culprit responsible for this struggle
is the phenomenon of time.  Time gives us a past
to abandon, a present to be insufficient, a future
towards which to strive.  Time brings motion,
change, and struggle.  It would seem that as long
as we exist in time and our lives are defined by its
pulse and flux, the battle of life will rage on.

Can we transcend time?  A timeless existence
would be free of motion, stress and strife. But
would it allow for challenge, improvement and
progression?  

Will it ever end?  Should it ever end?

The Creation of Time

Time, our sages tell us, is a created entity, willed
into being by the Al-mighty out of a prior state 
of nonexistence.  Time did not exist before G-d
 created the universe not simply because there
were no physical beings or forces, and thus no
events to mark the passage to time; but rather
because the entity ‘time’ had not yet been created.1

G-d’s creation of the universe spanned seven
days, each of which saw the creation of a new
class of elements particular to the intrinsic nature
of that day.  For these seven days served (and
 continue to serve) as channels for the seven Divine
attributes (sefirot);  Chesed, with its’ giving’ or
bestowing’ nature, defines the creation of the first
day.  The things created on the second day of
 creation embody ‘constraint’ and ‘severity, in 
keeping with the attribute of gevura; and so on.

What is true of creation as a whole is also true
of the particular creation called ‘time’.  Time, like
the universe it underlies, was created in seven days
because it possesses seven distinct qualities – on
each day of creation, another dimension of time
was brought into being.  In other words, not only
is time per se an original creation, but also the
 divisions and cycles by which it is measured and
defined are entities created by the Al-mighty.  The
day, week, month and year are not arbitrary
measures of time, artificial handles on a theoretical
reality.  Rather, they reflect the intrinsic texture
and character to time.

Most basic of these is the week.  The creation
of time over seven days means that time is a
seven-hued spectrum: chesed–time was created
on the first day, gevurah-time on the second day,
and son on.  It was not until ‘G-d concluded on 
the seventh day, the works which He had made’2

that the seven basic components of time were
completed and fixed in place as a seven-day cycle.

This explains why Sunday is Yom Rishon (‘the
first day’); Monday, Yom Sheni (‘the second day’);
and so on.  This is not merely a reference to the
first week of time, in which Sunday was the first
day ever and Monday the second. Each Sunday 
is literally a first day, the first of a new time cycle
which repeats, from the beginning, the seven
 qualities of time.

Inside Time

The primary culprit

responsible for this

struggle is the 

phenomenon of time. 

1. Dov Ber of Mezeritch, quoted in
Siddur Im D’akh, Shaar Ha’Kriyat
Shma, 75d, ff.

2. Genesis 2:2
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The Element of Rest

G-d concluded on the seventh day the works
He had made; and He rested on the seventh day
from all the works He had made (Genesis 2:2).

The above verse appears to contradict itself.
Did G-d conclude His work on or before the seventh
day?  Were there six or seven days of creation?

Our Sages explain:  ‘What was the world lacking?
Rest.  When Shabbat came, rest came.”3

On the eve of the first Shabbat, the creation 
of time was almost complete, lacking only the
 element of rest.  With the creation of Shabbat-time
– time possessing the quality of rest – the cycle
was closed.

But can ‘rest’ be considered a characteristic of
time?  Is not time the very antithesis of rest?

That is precisely the point.  Shabbat represents
an area in time that transcends the basic definition
of time.  Time, thought synonymous with motion
and change, also includes an element of rest- a
potential to create, within the framework of time,
an area of permanence and serenity, a potential to
bring harmony to the struggles and fluctuations 
of life.

While the Torah defines the weekday aspect of
our lives as ‘going out to war on your enemies’4 on
Shabbat it proclaims that ‘Remain each man in his
place; no man shall go out of his place on the day
of Shabbat.’5 If our mission in life is to ‘go out’ – to
vanquish the negative, to perfect the imperfect, to
extend ourselves beyond the limitations of our
currently defined selves – it also includes the
potential for rest, for settling down, for the peace
of finding one’s true self and place.  Life includes
not only the challenge of getting there, but also
the fulfillment of being there.

A Taste

On the first Shabbat of history, there was no
darkness.  The light lasted for 36 hours (Midrash
Rabba, Genesis 11:2).

Shabbat has a profound effect on the entire
week.  If, in our daily lives, we experience not only

the drive for achievement but also satisfaction
over what has been achieved; if we have the  ability
not only to vanquish evil but to transform it 
into an ally and friend; if our life is not only 
an ongoing quest but also a series of attainments
– it is because Shabbat, an island of rest in a 
sea of flux, radiates its essence to the other six
 components of time.  

But if every day of our week has something of
Shabbat in it, on Shabbat itself we enter into a
dimension in time whose essence is rest and tran-
quility.  ‘Six days a week you shall labor,’ commands
the Torah, ‘and you shall do all your work; the
 seventh day is Shabbat to G-d…’6 But how can you
do ‘all your work’ in six days?  Even to conclude 
‘all your work’ in the course of a lifetime is no 
small feat!  But on Shabbat, explain our sages, ‘all
your work’ is indeed ‘done’.7 Shabbat is not only 
a break in the toil of life, but a taste of its 
ultimate realization.

On Shabbat, we cease to struggle with the
world not because the task of perfecting it is ‘on
hold’, but because on Shabbat, the world is perfect:
We relate to what is perfect and unchanging in it.
We cease to battle darkness not merely to recoup
our strength for the next onslaught, but because
there is no darkness.  The light created through our
positive deeds, which has been obscured all the
week by mundaneness, is now perceptible to our
more rarefied selves.

This is why each Sunday is indeed a ‘first day.’
Shabbat is a venture into the realm of timelessness
that lies beyond the struggles that characterize our
weekday lives.  Following each Shabbat, we return
to a time-bound existence. Time, in the sense of
motion and flux, begins anew.

Yet, Shabbat is but a foretaste of ‘the day that
is wholly Shabbat and rest, for life everlasting.’8

The seven-day week is a microcosm of a far 
greater time-span: then entirety of history is 
also a ‘week’, comprised of six ‘workday’ millennia
and a sevnth millennium of rest, the era of
Moshiach (Messiah).9

On the weekly level, Shabbat is a day on which
we experience the perfection that has been
achieved through our efforts of the past six days 
to develop and refine the world.  On the cosmic
level, the era of Moshiach is when the combined

Inside Time
(cont’d)

But can ‘rest’ 

be considered a

 characteristic of time?

Is not time the very

antithesis of rest?

3. Rashi on Genesis 2:2
4. Deuteronomy 21:10; 

Likkutey Torah, Teitsey 35c
5. Exodus 16:29

6. Exodus 20:9-10
7. Mekhilta on Exodus 20:9-10

8. Grace after Meals, 
addendum for Shabbat

9. Nahmanides on Genesis 2:3
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attainments of all generations will be realized,
when every positive deed, word, and thought of
the six millennia of human endeavor will result in
a truly tranquil world – a world free of discord and
suffused with the perfection of its Creator.

The Reversal of Time

Students of Torah have no rest, not in this
world and not in the world to come, as it is  
written:  ‘They go from strength to strength,
beheld by G-d in Zion’10 (Talmud Brahkot 64a).

Yet Shabbat is an integral part of time.  Even
the messianic age will take place within time – 
a seventh millennium of history.  Obviously, these
are also arenas for progression and achievement.
For were they to represent wholly static states 
of being, we would not regard them as epochs 
in time.

On the most basic level we might explain that,
indeed, both the workweek and Shabbat, the six
millennia of history and the era of Moshiach are
times for advancement and progression, and that
the difference lies in the manner in which this is
achieved. Our workweek (and ‘workmillennia’)
challenges include dealing with outright evil and
negativity, so progress inevitably involves struggle.
On Shabbat, however, and to an even greater
extent, in the age of Moshiach, advancement and
progression mean the tranquil graduation from
good to better, the attainment of greater heights
within the infinite realm of good itself.

If today we struggle to eliminate war and
hatred, in the era of Moshiach, after ‘they will beat
their swords into plowshares,’11 the pursuit of peace
will mean finding deeper and more meaningful
ways for people to fuse their differences into a
symphonious whole.  If today we must struggle to
defeat illness, the ‘medicine’ of the seventh 
millennium will concern itself with the further
 perfection of good health and the enhancement 
of the bond between body and soul.  If today we
must battle ignorance, in the era when ‘the world
shall be filled with the knowledge of G-d as the
waters cover the sea,’12 the quest for wisdom will 
be for greater and greater degrees of insight into
infinite truth of truths.

Nevertheless, this does not fully answer the
question.  For any change, any departure from a

previous state is ultimately a struggle and a battle,
albeit far more subtle than the conquest of evil.
Again we ask:  How can any form of progress be
defined as a state of rest?

Progress may have two directions:
outward and inward.  The equation of
progress with struggle of graduation
with change, is valid when we speak 
of ‘going out of our place,’ of reaching
beyond what we are.  But there is also
progress that is an inward journey, a
journey to uncover deeper dimensions
to our own being.

On such an inward journey, each
successive station is not a ‘change’, but
the very opposite of change:  it is a state that is
more consistent with who we truly are.   It is ‘rest’
in the truest sense:  a settling into one’s true ‘place’
and identity and essence.

‘G-d created man in His image,’13 to reflect His
own goodness and perfection.  In the ‘workday’
phase of our existence, the mantle of corporeality
that shrouds our world and encases our souls
causes us to live at odds with our true identity.  So
the betterment of ourselves and our world is a
struggle, a battle to change reality (or rather, what
to our perception is reality) into something which
is (again to our perception) beyond us.  But in
truth, this ‘reality’ is a distortion of our true selves,
while the elusive ‘beyond’ is our true self.

When six millennia of struggle and achieve-
ment will come to fruition, when six millennia of
battle darkness will reveal the light within, we shall
experience an era ‘that is wholly Shabbat and 
rest.’  This will not be a golden age of retirement 
for humanity, for the potential within us is as 
infinite as the Divine perfection it reflects.  But the
 direction of ‘progress’ will be reversed:  from a
conflict-ridden, outward-bound quest for change,
to a serene, inward-bound encounter with self.

This ‘reversal’ of the flow of time is not con-
fined to the seventh millennium.  Every Shabbat 
is a taste of this future time, and a provider of 
its tranquility to the entire week.  Even as we
struggle to transcend the imperfections of our
external selves, we can experience for a moment
the perfection that lies at the core of each and
every one of us. 

This will not be a 

golden age of retirement

for humanity, for the

potential within us 

is as infinite as the

Divine perfection 

it reflects. 

10. Psalms 84:8
11. Isaiah 2:4
12. Isaiah 11:9
13. Genesis 1:26
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Someone wondered: What effect would the
Mumbai attack by Islamic terrorists have upon
Chabad's presence in dangerous places?

I never met Rabbi Gavriel Noach Holtzberg 
or Rebbetzin Rivkah Holtzberg, martyrs of the
Mumbai massacre, but I met more than a thousand
of their spiritual brothers and sisters, the shluchim
and shluchot, the Rebbe's emissaries, and here's
what they always told me when the situation 
was darkest.

Chabad doesn't quit. They
stood their ground in Czarist
Russia, and they didn't quit
after the Holocaust, and they
didn't abandon Crown Heights
after the 1991 riot. Chabad
doesn't quit even in Islamic
countries that might blow up
any minute, such as Morocco,
where Chabad teachers still
operate in a city called
"Gazablanca."

They were working in the
spiritual and anti-Semitic ruins of East Berlin when
religion was criminalized, before the wall fell, 
and they were working in the Jewish ruins of
Dnepropetrovsk before that Ukrainian city was
open to the West and their activity could have
meant a trip to the gulag. Chabad is still in the
Congo amidst Africa's "world war," and they're still
working in inner city neighborhoods where experts
say "there are no Jews there anymore," except
there are.

They didn't sign up to be American "clergy"
whose idea of activism is announcing how their
partisan politics are – surprise! – identical to Torah
values. No, the Chabad idea of activism was to
enlist for a lifetime job in Siberia, or Beijing, or
Mexico, or Mumbai, a life in the trenches, on the
front lines—the first wave in G-d's infantry.

Even as I write this, Chabad is planning to  
re-open the Chabad House at 5 Hormusji Street,
the now-famous Nariman building in Mumbai.

Jews don't run. Chabad doesn't run. Tonight, in
India, Rabbi Tzvi Rivkin and Rebbetzin Noa will be
open for Friday night davening and hosting people
for Shabbos meals on Brunton Cross Road in

Bangalore; Rabbi Baruch Shanhev and Rebbetzin
Rachel Tova will be open for davening and Shabbos
meals on Club House Road in Manali; Rabbi Guy
Efraim and Rebbetzin Maya will be open for
 davening and Shabbos meals in Anjuna Village;
and tonight, you can bet on it, there will be
Shabbos in Mumbai.

Jews lit candles in the Warsaw Ghetto until
they ran out of wicks, and tonight Jewish women

in Mumbai will be lighting
Shabbos candles not a sec-
ond after 5:42 p.m., India
time. That's what Jews do.
That's what Chabad does.

Maybe some Jews will be
understandably less inclined
to backpack in India, or to do
business in India, but plenty
of Jews will still pass through
Mumbai and Chabad will be
there when they do.

There's a war on — a spir-
itual war as much as a shoot-

ing war — and Chabad knows it. The Lubavitcher
Rebbe is their Churchill, even from the Other
World. Good men and women will die, but Chabad
will never surrender. They call their youth group
Tzivos Hashem, the Army of God. The Holtzbergs
were in it when they were young. Their two-year-
old baby, Moishele, will be in it soon enough.

When the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Menachem
Mendel Schneerson, died in 1994, all the experts
wondered how soon would Chabad fold.

This is what Chabad did. A Chabad carpenter
sawed wood from the Rebbe's lectern to build a
casket; a Chabad burial society gently poured
water over the Rebbe's body and wrapped him in 
a shroud; straw was placed on the floor and the
Rebbe's body was placed on it; and then they drove
to the cemetery and laid the Rebbe in the ground.
That night they davened Maariv. The next morning
they showed up for Shachris. Then, over the 
next 15 years, they sent out several hundred
shluchim and shluchot – including the Holtzbergs
—  representing the Rebbe.

Chabad did what they had to do when the
Rebbe died and they'll do the same now.

Chabad's Happy Warriors 
Don't Surrender

24

by JONATHAN MARK
Associate Editor of the 

New York Jewish Week.

Rabbi Gabriel and 
Rivka Holtzberg, 

of blessed memory 

There's a war on –

a spiritual war as much

as a shooting war –

and Chabad knows it.
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Almost every year I go to their international
get-together of the Rebbe's emissaries – the 
most recent was held last Sunday, although 
Rabbi Holtzberg, perhaps by Providence, stayed 
in Mumbai for one last Shabbos with his wife 
and child.

At the annual gatherings, I'd meet some of 
the 3,500 emissaries from places that seem far
from the front pages, except they all seemed to
end up on the front pages: Chabadniks from
Thailand, before the tsunami; from New Orleans,
before Katrina; from the Congo and turbulent
Africa, before their wars; and Chabadniks from
India. They are the most heroic young people

ordained in the last 20 years. I never met the
Holtzbergs, but I never met any Chabad emissary
who wasn't a happy warrior.

Back in the 1990s, many journalists thought 
it mattered that the Rebbe didn't have a successor.
In fact, it never mattered at all. What happened
was that each of the shluchim became de facto
rebbes, emissaries of the Rebbe, in their corner of
the world.

Chabad will not abandon Mumbai. The
Holtzbergs, never to be forgotten, will be replaced
in the trenches, as soldiers always will. 
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• Amazing activities 
• Great trips 

• Delicious suppers

For info call 
MTC Youth Director

David Weinbaum 
@ 514.739.0770

Funday !Sunday

Check your mail for dates

Kids
action
Kids in

action
boys & girls
ages 3 - 5

begins October 25
10 -11:15 am

boys & girls
grade 1 - 4

Kick-off event 
September 16

Exciting kids programs for the High Holidays and every Shabbat
games, songs, prayer, snacks ages 2- 11  • 10:15 am - 12:15 pm

Hold the date!

Women’s

Shabbaton

Weekend

November 
6, 7 & 8

Jewish Teen Connection 
for girls

JTCs
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The Abrams, Corber and Matlin
families on the marriage of

Benjamin and Carey 

Eden & Victor Avayou on the
birth, Kayla Rose - Malka Rivkah 

David and Hedva Azerad on the
birth of their daughter, Miriam

Richard and Elizabeth Azoulay
on Natasha’s Bat Mitzvah

Jack and Esther Berkowicz on the
engagement of their daughter

Naomi to Danny Zigman

Joseph and Sylvie Bodokh on the
Bar Mitzvah of their son Jonathan

Michael and Barbara Chernack on
the marriage of Ilana to Yariv Levy

Jerry and Roslyn Convoy
on the Bat Mitzvah of their 
granddaughter Sierra Weiss

Jeff and Nessa Corber on the 
marriage of their daughter 
Lauren to Matthew Norris

Dr. Michael and Leah Dahan
on the birth of their son Jacob 

Charles and Sheila Eklove
on the birth of a grandson

Reva and Allan Fleischer
on the birth of their grandson

Yeshaya Noam

George Friedman on the birth 
of a granddaughter Simcha 

Johnny and Wendy Galambos
on the birth of their son 

Noah Benjamin

The Gansbourg family 
on the marriage of 

Yossi to Leah Zalmanov

Pini and Dini Gniwisch
on the Bar Mitzvah 
of their son Shmuly

Yehuda and Chani Gniwisch
on the marriage of their son 

Avi to Lilly Duchman

Goldberg and Pila families
on Brandon’s Bar Mitzvah

The Greenspan family
on the birth of a granddaughter, 

Rose Ellen Bernstein

Miriam Halbertal
on the Bat Mitzvah 

of her daughter Tehila

Yermiyahu and Chaya Harrison
on the Bar Mitzvah 

of their son Menachem

Miriam Landa on the marriage 
of Menachem to Adina Green 

and her daughter Tanya 
to Elisha Rogalsky

Willy and Linda Lieberman in
honor of the engagement of their

son Avi to Nicki Pines

Betty Marer on the birth 
of a granddaughter 

David and Lisa Medina 
on the birth of their daughter,

Amalya Chava 

The Migicovsky, Kramer and
Goldfield families on the birth 

of a son, Jake Austin, 
to Zachary and Lorrie

Dr. Marc & Claudine Mydlarski
on the birth of twins, Chaya Rochel

& Mordechai Yosef

Claude Oiknine in honor of the
marriage of her son Eric Eliezer to

Naomi Rabinovitch and on the
engagement of her daughter
Jessica Aviva to Jason Steiner

Naomi Rabinovitch on the
engagement of her daughter
Jessica Aviva to Jason Steiner

Menachem Seraf and 
Sylvia Lubienietzky

on their marriage

Mendy and Shternie Rosenfeld on
the marriage of their daughter

Mushka to Mayer Chaiken

Lorne and Sharon Smart
on Adam’s Bar Mitzvah

Baruch and Lisa Smith
in honor of the Bat Mitzvah 

of their daughter, Miriam

The Sztern and Fefergrad families
on their marriage of 
Sean and Melanie

Chaim and Bassie Treitel on the
birth of their grandson, Yehuda 

to Benzion and Faigie and on the
birth of their granddaughter 

Chaya Mushka to 
Sholy and Feigie Cohen 

Mark Weinberger and 
Barbara Sawicki
on their marriage

The Zajac family
on the marriage of their son

Simcha to Chanie Chanowitz and
on the marriage of their daughter

Baila to Yisroel Rozmarin

Itchy & Zeldie Treitel
on the birth of their daughter

Chana, in November

Rabbi New and Nechama
on the engagement of Isser to 

Devorah Leah Kirschenbaum and
on the birth of their grandson 

Levi to Rabbi Yossi & 
Chaya Schera Spalter 

Rabbi Zalman and Frayda Kaplan
on the birth of their son Aryeh Leib

Mazeltovs

The Alper, Baylin and Lach families
on the passing of 

Mrs. Caroline Baylin

The Bar and Weizmann families 
on the passing of Yakov Barmark

The Benaroche, Chochran and
Puterman families on the passing of

Mr. Albert Benarroche

Marilyn Belzberg on the 
passing of her mother, 
Mrs. Dorothy Belzberg

Monique Benmoha on the passing 
of her mother, Mrs. Nina Bitton 

Sylvie Bodokh on the passing of 
her father, Mr. Moshe Amar

The Bybelezer family on the passing
of Mr. Fernand Bybelezer

The Cobrin and Lavy families 
on the passing of Mrs. Toni Lavy

The Dubrovsky and Caplan families 
on the passing of Mr. Sam Caplan

The Epstein family on the passing 
of Mrs. Muriel Epstein

The Epstein family on the passing 
of Mrs. Anne Epstein

The Feldman and Ifrach families 
on the passing of Mr. Chaim Ifrach

The Flinker family on the passing 
of Mrs. Florence Flinker

The Garellek family on the passing 
of Mr. Sam Garellek

The Katz family on the passing 
of Mrs. Grace Katz

The Kaminski family on the passing 
of Mr. Samuel Kaminski

The King family on the passing 
of Mr. Isadore Lipkus

The Langburt family on the passing 
of Mr. Norman Boeko

The Lavut family on the passing 
of Mr. Leo Lavut

Beatrice Medicoff on the passing 
of her sister, Marion Schneiderman

The Meisels family on the 
passing of Mr. Mayer Meisels

The Rosenthal family on the passing 
of Mr. Peretz Shuman

The Rubenstein family on the 
passing of Mrs. Vera Rubenstein

The Shapiro family on the passing 
of Mrs. Nettie Abracen

The Shporer family on the passing
of Mr. Leon Shporer

The Seidman family on the passing 
of Mr. Leon Seidman

The Sidel family on the passing 
of Mrs. Adella Sidel

The Singer family on the passing 
of Mr. Zalman Singer

The Stermer family on the passing 
of Mrs. Czarna Stermer

Nancy Taub on the passing 
of her brother, Mr. Stephen Kape

The Tzoubari family on the passing 
of Mrs. Naomi Tzoubari

The Weinstock family 
on the passing of 

Mrs. Frances Weinstock

May they be spared further 
sorrow and know only of simchas.

Sympathies
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Day Camp!
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Around our Table
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Honey Chiffon Cake

INGREDIENTS

1 cup barley or long-grain white rice
4 to 5 cups water
2 broccoli stalks
1 small leek, white part only
1 small celery stalk
1 large carrot, peeled
2 Tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil, 

plus olive oil for garnish
1 cup chopped yellow onion
1 1/2 cups peeled, seeded and chopped plum 

(Roma) tomatoes (fresh or canned)
1/2 cup peeled and thinly sliced white turnip
5 cups vegetable or meat stock
3/4 cup diagonally sliced green beans
1 small zucchini, cut in half lengthwise, 

then thinly sliced crosswise

Tuscan Vegetable Soup

INGREDIENTS

6 eggs, separated 
1/2 tsp  cream of tartar 
2/3 cup  granulated sugar 
2 1/2 cups sifted flour 
1 tbsp  baking powder 
1/2 tsp salt 
2 tbsp  poppy seeds 
1/2 cup  honey 
1/2 cup  vegetable oil 
2 tbsp  finely grated orange rind 
1/4 cup orange juice 
2 tsp vanilla 

GLAZE:
1/2 cup  orange juice 
1/4 cup  granulated sugar 
2 tbsp  liquid honey 

DIRECTIONS

Line bottom of 10-inch (4 L) ungreased tube pan with parchment
or waxed paper. Set aside.

In large bowl, beat egg whites with cream of tartar until soft peaks
form; beat in sugar, 2 tbsp  at a time, beating until stiff peaks form.
Set aside.

In separate bowl, sift together flour, baking powder and salt; 
stir in poppy seeds. Make well in centre; add egg yolks, honey, 
oil, orange rind, orange juice and vanilla. Beat at medium-low
speed until smooth. Fold one-quarter into egg whites; fold in
remaining egg yolk mixture in 3 additions just until blended. 
Pour into prepared pan.

Bake in centre of 325ºF  oven for 1 hour or until tester inserted in
cake comes out clean. Turn upside down; let cake hang on legs
attached to pan or on inverted funnel or bottle until completely
cool. Run thin knife around edges; transfer to flat serving plate.

Glaze: In small saucepan, heat together orange juice, sugar and
honey over medium heat until sugar is dissolved. Bring to boil; boil
gently until reduced by half. Let cool for 5 minutes.

Using skewer, poke deep holes all over top of cake. Brush glaze
evenly over top, letting glaze sink in and any excess drip 
down sides.

DIRECTIONS

In a bowl, combine the, barley or rice and 3 cups of water. Let stand
for 1 hour. Meanwhile, cut the broccoli, leek, celery and carrot into
slices 1/4 inch thick and set aside. 

In a soup pot, over low heat, warm 2 tablespoons of olive oil.  Add
onion and sauté until translucent, about 5 minutes.  Add tomatoes
and sauté for 2 minutes.

Drain the barley or rice and add it to pot, along with the turnip,
broccoli, leek, celery and carrot. Cook, stirring, for 3 minutes. 

Add the stock and another 1 cup of water.  Bring to a boil, reduce
heat to low, cover and simmer for 15 minutes. 

Add the green beans and zucchini, cover, and continue to simmer,
stirring occasionally, until the vegetables are soft yet retain their
shape and grain is tender, 35 to 40 minutes. 

If the soup becomes too thick, stir in the remaining 1 cup water. 

Season to taste with salt and pepper
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Remember your high school years?  Depend -
ing on your marks, you either look back  
fondly on those years or you shudder at the

memories.  I do a bit of both.  

I wasn’t an A student.  I certainly did not fit the
‘prefect’ status, that of a student with perfect

marks and an even more perfect
rating with the teachers, who were
given the privilege of roaming the
halls looking out for those not in
class or, heaven forefend, those
‘hanging out’ in the bathroom.  In
fact, the word ‘prefect’ doesn’t
even exist in my dictionary.  I real-
ize now, about forty years later
that this word was obviously a
play on the word perfect.  How
innocent or shall we say, gullible
we were in those days.

Lest I sound like a complete
dolt, I did excel in two subjects,
History and English.  One has to do
with memory, the other is creative.
My math skills were a testament to
my belief that one is either born
able to figure out abstract formu-
las, geometry, square roots and the
lot, or not.  There is simply no in-

between.  As a matter of fact, when I received my
math matriculation mark from the government
and I had passed the exam, I didn’t believe it.  So 
I called the school board, gave them my student
number and insisted that they check the mark.  Oy.

One more interesting tidbit about high school -
I disliked, with a deep passion, ‘physical education’,
even though believe it or not, the boys and girls
had separate classes.  The main reason was the
attire for this class. It consisted of hideous and
dreaded navy blue bloomers with a white shirt
tucked in. Picture the scene: I was at the time not
exactly thin, if you get my drift, and unless one was
a veritable rake, that uniform made one look like a
hot-air balloon ready for immediate take off.  Tight
around the waist fastened with a button and
 zipper on the side, elastic around the top of the
thighs and kind of ballooning out in between made
it almost impossible to do anything in that class.
Again, forty years later, things haven’t changed.  
I am still, shall we say, not overly fond of any kind
of physical activity – with or without the bloomers.  

Back to learning.  My college years were inter-
rupted by marriage and children.   Although I did
not formally learn for many years, I was an avid
reader – of anything and everything including
novels, newspapers, highbrow magazines, period-
icals and I loved playing scrabble.  The internet
did not exist so the world was not exactly at my
fingertips.  News and commentary took a lot
longer to glean.  Basically, even though I did not
go back to school, my mind stayed relatively
active.  There were no courses that interested 
me enough to go out at night in the winter.  Until
about 15 years ago.  

In 1994, when I began learning at the MTC,
even though I was in my early forties, my mind was
still spongy enough to absorb things.  

Back to Basics

My later foray into what I now call ‘learning’
began gingerly.  

Going back to school, like riding a bicycle,
comes back quickly.  I listened intently, took  hastily
written, but copious notes (which I still have) then
went home and re-wrote the notes in a neat 
and orderly fashion.  What I never learned in high
school however, is how to really listen – that, in
and of itself, is an art.  

Sounds a bit odd, learning to listen, but in fact,
if one really hears what the teacher is saying, one
not only retains what they have learned, one can
also share it with others.

The first few months of classes were spent
 getting used to the new terminology and a new
way of teaching.  I wasn’t learning from English
textbooks, rather they were Hebrew with English
translation or just in Hebrew.  As I never learned
how to read Hebrew I feared that was at a distinct
disadvantage.  I was wrong.  

Back to listening.  Note-taking is a wonderful
thing. But listening, that’s another level.  How does
one listen?  First, literally empty your head.  It’s not
easy to do that - we have lots of stuff going on in
there.  At the beginning I played a trick on myself
by thinking of the inside of my head as a black-
board filled with text.  I slowly began to erase the
entire board in my head, going from the top to the
bottom, eventually picturing a clean slate.  

The Art of Learning 
and other Musings
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by JOANNIE TANSKY

In 1994, when I began

learning at the MTC,

even though I was in my

early forties, my mind

was still spongy enough

to absorb things.
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Now that I had an empty blackboard I was
ready to start listening.  But that’s only part one.
The second part is what really takes effort, but 
in the end, it’s well worth it.  Don’t ask questions
till the end of the talk.  Even if one thinks their
question is valid, which it probably is.  Even if one
thinks others will benefit from the answer, which
they probably will.  Even if one thinks the question
will enhance what the teacher is saying, which it
probably won’t.  

There are two problems with asking question
before the end of the teaching. The first is that
until the teacher acknowledges the question, one
is not listening to anything else that is being said,
instead concentrating on what one is going to say,
formatting and re-formatting the question in your
head.  The second is that one breaks the train of
thought of not only the teacher, but everyone else
in the class.  

So what is one supposed to do with one’s
question?  Write it down quickly, in point form and
continue listening; Most of the time the query will

be answered during the course of the lecture.  If
not, then ask it at the end of the class.  The answer
given will probably elicit a deeper insight into what
has just been taught. 

Learning Kabbalah or chassidus is really what
broadened my mind, expanded my horizons,
taught me how to really listen and finally, reward-
ed me with answers that are not only beautiful, 
but timely.

Now that some of us don’t have to worry about
marks and teachers and all the pressures of high
school, we can truly concentrate on learning for
the sake of learning.  May Hashem continue to 
give us the ability and wisdom to learn and then
take what we have learned and  shed the light and
teachings of Judaism all over the world.
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MTC 
Cemetery

Plots

MTC has recently 
purchased a section of 

the Kehal Israel Cemetery 
in Dollard des Ormeaux.  

Plots are available 
through our office.

Please contact 
John Finkelstein or 
Martin Sacksner. 

Call 514-739-0770

“Securing a cemetery plot 
is a ‘segulah’ – good omen 

for long life…”
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Over fifteen hundred people gathered in the 
MTC for an evening of solidarity and inspiration
 honoring the victims of Mumbai. The event was

organized, in joint effort, by the Chabad Houses of
Montreal. Echoing the unique coming  together of
Jews in the Chabad House of Mumbai - a scene
repeated in Chabad Houses throughout Asia and the
world - Jews of all walks of life flocked to the MTC
in an extraordinary expression of Jewish oneness.

Jews who would consider themselves to be ‘non-
religious’ stood shoulder to shoulder wiping tears
with those who would define themselves as ‘ultra,
ultra orthodox’. 

The speakers that evening likewise represented the
broad spectrum of the Jewish community. Among
them were; Rabbi Dovid Banon, Rabbin
Communaute Sepharade de Chomedey; Rabbi
Binyomin Weiss, Head of the Montreal Beth Din;
Rabbi David Sabbah, Grand Rabbin Du Rabbinat
Sepharade Du Quebec; Rabbi Levi Roth, Dayan
of Kehillas Belz; Rabbi Yechiel Meier Katz, Szibo
Rav; Rabbi Chaim Steinmetz, on behalf of
Federation CJA and Congregation TBDJ; Mr.
Berel Gansbourg, dear friend of the Holzbergs
and pillar of the Chabad House in Mumbai;
Mr. Ted Greenfield, past National President of

B’nai Brith; Rabbi Moshe Glustein, Yeshivah Gedolah;
Mr. Lawrence Bergman, and greetings were heard from Mr. Irwin Cotler.

Hundreds of those in attendance took upon themselves good resolutions
in Torah and Mitzvos, particularly with respect to influencing others,
thereby becoming a Shliach themselves in the spirit of the unforgettable
and much beloved Rabbi Gabi and Rivki Holtzberg.

Jewish Montreal 
United in Historic 

and Emotional Display 
of Unity
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